The goods of the study of the junior class, belong, has for many years been a study of things. He feels that he cannot be responsible for scholarship while it continues. Every man of all qualified to judge, knows, that a professor can do little to promote scholarship of those who treat him for his hands are incompetent. If the Trustees consider the Classical part of education valuable, as they have shown that they do by occupying it in large a portion of the academic course, both preparatory and collegiate, let them make a respectable provision for it, not stipulate it by conferring it to the hands of money lenders. Why, if some parents, had better keep their sons in the academy, during the first four years of the college course is not send them when they are qualified to enter the junior class. For is it worth while, is it expedient, that such expense should be incurred as is involved in a university education, or better advice, how can be had at their own homes? But if parents do choose to incur the expense, do to bring their sons, morals at college, ought they to be imposed on with the belief that the university will of course impart more able and thorough knowledge, when in fact, for two whole years the teachers are inferior, their sons are under teaching inferior to what they have left behind them at their own homes? Let us tell them in good faith, you had better keep your sons at home for they will be better taught. Here, within far less expense to you & less jeopardy of their virtue at that tender age.